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Abstract
Background: Not all patients are able to communicate effectively during consultations
with medical specialists. Patient coaching has shown to be effective for enhancing
communication.
Objective: We aimed to get healthcare professionals’ views on target groups for patient
coaching, on supportive elements in patient coaching and on the necessary
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qualifications and profile of a patient coach, to further our knowledge on the concept of
patient coaching as supportive intervention for patients in consultations with medical
specialists.
Methods: We chose a qualitative research design and interviewed 18 healthcare
professionals (six medical specialists, four family physicians, four community nurses and
four nurse specialists/physician assistants) and analysed the verbatim transcripts using
Qualitative Analysis Guide of Leuven. After a short introduction of the global concept of
patient coaching and presentation of patients’ perceived barriers, two interviewers
structured the interview around three research questions: which patients could benefit
from a patient coach, what should such a coach do and who could act like such a coach?
Results: Participants describe patients who could benefit from patient coaching as
generally vulnerable (e.g. older age, insufficiently accompanied, lower socioeconomic
status, co-morbidity and cognitive problems) but also patients who are situationally
vulnerable (e.g. elicited by bad news). Patient coaching should comprise emotional and
instrumental support, aiming at reducing stress and improving the processing of medical
information. Patient coaching should start from the patient’s home and include
preparing questions, navigating to and in the hospital, recording information during the
consultation, checking understanding and recalling information. Patient coaches should
have at least basic medical knowledge and a higher education.
Conclusion: Healthcare professionals believe that patient coaching by a trained
professional with medical knowledge could be beneficial to patients who are stressed
when visiting a medical specialist. Future research should involve the views of patients
on patient coaching, focus on investigating to what extent patient coaching is able to
reduce stress and support a patient in processing medical information and the preferred
patient coach’s profile.

Introduction
Although effective communication [1] and shared decision-making [2] are generally acknowledged to
be important for the provision of high-quality specialist care, many patients lack the skills to
participate fully in their own care. Many of them encounter communication barriers [3–5]. Patient
coaching might support patients in overcoming these barriers [6] and is desired by one in six patients
consulting a medical specialist, but it is scarcely investigated [7].
In a representative sample of the non-institutionalized chronically ill population in the
Netherlands, one in every six patients reported interest in support from a patient coach when visiting
a medical specialist [3]. Such interest appears to be related to specific communication barriers, such
as feeling tense or being uncertain about one’s own understanding and believing that a certain topic
is not part of a healthcare provider’s task. Other patient-related factors for interest in a patient coach
are older age, limited health literacy skills and a lower level of perceived self-efficacy [7]. Supporting
patients with a possible need for a patient coach requires their identification. How healthcare
professionals identify patients who could benefit from a coach is unknown.
A patient coach is described as a companion who supports a patient in preparing for consultations
with a medical specialist, accompanies the patient during this consultation and evaluates the
consultation afterwards [3]. Patient coaching has been investigated in only a few high-quality studies.
Most interventions involved a single individual session before a consultation with a medical specialist
[8–12]. Because the investigated coaching interventions varied in frequency and content, the key
components of an effective patient coaching intervention are still unknown [6]. These studies
showed that patient coaching improves the communication with a medical specialist, not only during
the consultation but also in the long term. In the present study, we explored healthcare
professionals’ views on what patient coaching should comprise, and which patients could benefit
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from such coaching, to ensure effective communication with a medical specialist. In addition, to
further our knowledge on patient coaching, information on the coach’s background and training is
essential. However, the currently available literature on patient coaching offers very limited
information on this issue [6]. We therefore also explored healthcare professionals’ opinions on the
desired qualifications and profile of a patient coach.
The aim of this study was to obtain an in-depth understanding of healthcare professionals’ views
on a coaching intervention for patients with a chronic disease in secondary care. Specifically, we
asked the following questions:
(i) Which patients could benefit from a patient coach?
(ii) What kind of support should a patient coach provide?
(iii) Who would be best qualified to act as a patient coach?

Methods
Study design
Given the exploratory nature of our research questions, a qualitative study design was chosen. Study
design and results are reported in compliance with the Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research
[13].

Sampling
We purposively sampled medical specialists, family physicians, nurse specialists and community
nurses (CNs) [3]. Medical specialists were invited to participate through the personal network of one
of the authors who is a senior medical specialist himself (PB). Nurse specialists were recruited as
suggested by the participating medical specialists. In primary care, family physicians and CNs were
recruited through the network of the researchers (IA and CS). All approached healthcare
professionals agreed to participate.

Setting
Participants were invited for a single interview by an informative email. If they were interested, the
researcher explained the aim of the study by telephone and made an appointment for the interview
at a date, time and location convenient to the participant. The medical specialists and nurse
specialists were interviewed at the clinic, the family practitioners were interviewed at the university
college, the researcher’s home or their home and the CNs at their office. Two researchers (IA, female
and RK, male) conducted individual in-depth semi-structured interviews. None of the participants
had previously worked in patient care with the two researchers.
The aim was to interview at least four healthcare professionals from each of the abovementioned
professions.

[Table 1]
Ethics
All participating healthcare professionals provided written informed consent. Participants waived
reading their transcript or manuscript before publication. This study was exempt from medical
ethical review under Dutch law.

Data collection
Based on previous studies [3, 7], a discussion within the research group and a pilot interview with a
medical specialist, an interview topic list (Table 1) was developed.
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Responses from interviews were used to update the topic list for subsequent interviews. All
interviews were conducted between 1 November and 15 December 2017. Interviews were continued
until no further themes emerged from ongoing analyses, and saturation was reached. Field notes
were made after interviews and discussed between researchers.
Each interview started by presenting an oral description of the concept of a patient coach, based
on the results of our systematic review [6], and a previous study about patients’ interest in a patient
coach when visiting a medical specialist. We then asked the healthcare professional to picture an
actual patient by asking ‘Can you think of a patient who needs more communication support than is
available right now, for example someone you think would like to be accompanied when visiting a
medical specialist?’ The case description was used as a basis to explore potential communication
barriers that could be overcome by patient coaching. If needed to facilitate discussion, examples of
barriers were given from a 17 barriers list resulting from a previous study (e.g. ‘feeling tense’ and
‘remembering the subject only afterwards’) (Supplementary Appendix 1) [7].

Data analysis
Interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed verbatim by an external agency and analysed by four
researchers using content analysis (IA, LG, AEMV and CS) [14]. To guide the analysis process, we used
Qualitative Analysis Guide of Leuven (QUAGOL) [15]. QUAGOL is a comprehensive and systematic
method, characterized by an iterative process and backward–forward movement between stages of
the analysis. In the first part, the coding process is prepared. The second part comprises the actual
coding process.
The first part started by writing a structured extract of every transcript (Supplementary Appendix
2), to capture general themes related to our topic list and study aim, and other themes emerging
from the interviews. Subsequently, we wrote a descriptive summary derived from reading and rereading four interview transcripts (one from each of the disciplines). These descriptive summaries
and storylines were used to develop a conceptual coding scheme by dialogue and consensus
between two researchers (IMRA and LG). The conceptual coding scheme was discussed between
researchers and adapted after applying it to four interviews (I.A, CS and AEMV) [16]. The final code
scheme was discussed and agreed with the whole research team.
In the second part, the first researcher coded the interviews with this thematic coding scheme,
using qualitative data analysis software (Atlas-ti Version 8).

Reflexivity
It is inevitable that the researcher influences the research process, and, therefore, reflexivity is
essential [17]. The first researcher (IA) is familiar with the practice of medical specialists and family
physicians after >20-year experience as a pharmaceutical sales representative. This familiarity guided
the decision to let her interview the physicians. She is also familiar with patient coaching, having
worked as a patient coach herself. This experience might have affected her communication during
the interviews and her interpretation of transcript data assuming patient coaching to be effective. RK
is a teacher of nurses at the level of vocational training. This guided the decision to let him interview
the nurses. The other researchers added a broader perspective to the research setting (PhD
dementia care [LG, female], MSc life sciences and PhD student care for older people [AEMV, female],
psychologist [SD, female], geronto-psychologist [CS, female] and medical specialist [PB, male]) to
limit researcher bias in the preparation and the analysis of the study.
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Results
Participants
We interviewed 18 healthcare professionals: six medical specialists (MSs), four family physicians
(FPs), four nurse practitioners/physician assistants (NPs) and four CNs, with 7–27 years of clinical
experience. Two FPs had been diagnosed with cancer. The average interview duration was 60
minutes.

Themes and categories
Following the research questions, the final code scheme covered the following themes [1]: patient
characteristics and his/her situation [2], coach activities and behaviour and [3] coach profile. One
additional theme was identified [4]: what should patient coaching aim at (Table 2).

[Table 2]
The results are described by what the participants disclosed in the interviews in response to our
research questions. A schematic representation of results is given in Figure 1.
Example quotations are shown in Table 3.

Patient characteristics
The following characteristics of patients who might benefit were mentioned: inability to process
medical information, to determine which information is relevant to share with the medical specialist
and to actually share it in the consultation.

Generally vulnerable patients
Most participants initially thought of patients who are generally vulnerable, like elderly people, and
people living alone, with a small social network, who are insufficiently accompanied, avoid
healthcare, with a lower socioeconomic status, with complex health problems (e.g. co-morbidity) and
with cognitive problems.
According to the participants, these vulnerable patients are only partly capable of processing
medical information to make an informed treatment decision.

Situationally vulnerable patients
When we asked participants to reflect on the impact of various factors affecting the care process—
such as the level of health literacy, the point of time in the care trajectory (diagnosis, treatment and
control), the type of care given (curative and palliative) and a patient’s coping style—participants
indicated that particularly vulnerability is an important characteristic of patients with a probable
need for a patient coach. This vulnerability can be not only a continuous characteristic, as described
above, but also situational: caused by stressful circumstances.
The experiences of two family physicians who had been diagnosed with cancer themselves
illustrate how they, even as physicians, had difficulties to remember, understand and process all
information as patients.

Kind of support
According to the participants, patient coaching should relieve a patient by reducing consultationrelated stress and enabling processing medical information.
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Stress reduction and processing information
A patient coach can contribute to stress reduction by providing support in preparing for the
consultation at the patient’s home (writing down questions, naming concerns and expectations),
navigating to and in the hospital, being present during the consultation to support question asking
and expressing concerns and assuring that information is recalled and discussed afterwards.
Participants think that patient coaches can support patients process and comprehend medical
information, by facilitating recall (being ‘extra ears’, making notes or audio-record), checking
understanding, asking for clarification of information from the medical specialist or clarifying it
themselves, during and after the consultation to ensure informed consent.
When a patient does not reveal his questions and concerns in the consultation, a coach should
create the opportunity to do so, by helping the patient to remember, by encouraging the patient or
advocating on behalf of the patient or family.

Duration of patient coaching
Participants indicated that the length for support differs per person, being dependent on the
patient’s ability to handle stress and process medical information effectively. They believe that most
patients can learn how to do that. When patients are generally vulnerable, they might need support
over a longer period of time.

Patient coach profile
Knowledge
A patient coach should have basic medical knowledge and knowledge on how care processes are
organized in the hospital, to be able to prepare relevant questions and manage expectations.

[Figure 1]
A patient coach should be able to translate and clarify the proposed treatment options to the
patient’s current medical and social context, attuned to his possibilities and restrictions.
Skills
A patient coach should have the skills to personalize support, attuned to the patient’s possibilities
to communicate effectively within the consultation. This requires adequately observing, listening and
interpreting a patient’s stress level and ability to process information and acting accordingly.
Subsequently, a patient coach needs to be able to estimate when the support can be adapted or
ended, because a patient has learned to communicate effectively within the consultation.
Coaches need to be very well-trained in communication skills (e.g. listening, interpreting verbal
and non-verbal cues and verbal communication with provider), according to the participants.
Attitude and behaviour
Participants can imagine that coaches should have a professional attitude towards the patient and be
able to strike a good balance between distance and involvement.
Trust
A coach should also be able to build trust, by being clear about confidentiality and being easily
available, even for a longer period of time and for multiple consultations (continuity).
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Professional or volunteer
The participants proposed different professionals with at least higher vocational education who
would qualify as a patient coach, including nurses, medical secretaries, welfare workers and family
physicians.
Hospital navigation volunteers (currently available in most hospitals in the Netherlands) are less
qualified according to the participants, because they tend to translate the patient’s situation to their
own situation, which is not appropriate. They might have a role in transportation, navigating in the
hospital, recording the consultation and chatting afterwards. To provide more profound support,
they need additional training.

[Table 3]

Discussion
Statement of principal findings
According to the healthcare professionals in this study, specifically, generally or situationally
vulnerable patients may benefit from patient coaching. Patient coaching should aim at supporting a
patient by reducing stress and by processing information, preferably by empowering patients instead
of advocating for them. When patients continue to be unable to communicate effectively during
consultations with medical specialists, coaching should continue. Patient coaching should be a cyclic
process with multiple contacts, attuned to a patient’s need, with the same coach to ensure
continuity and trust. Patient coaching comprises preparation of the consultation at home, navigation
to and in the hospital, recording the consultation, facilitating question asking and expressing
concerns, checking understanding, providing clarification and stimulating information recall. A
patient coach should preferably be a professional or trained volunteer with a higher educational
level, basic medical knowledge and sufficient coaching and communication skills to act in a patient’s
best interest.
Perhaps the most striking finding of our study is that participants feel that patients with
situational (i.e. temporary) vulnerability may also benefit from support from a patient coach when
consulting a medical specialist. This view is consistent with the results of our previous study on the
views of patients with and without an interest in a patient coach when visiting a medical specialist.
Three specific communication barriers distinguished patients with interest in a patient coach: feeling
tense, little confidence in one’s own understanding or thinking that certain subjects do not belong to
a particular healthcare professional’s field of expertise. These barriers did not relate to educational
level, health literacy level or age [7]. Patients who feel tense have difficulties understanding and
processing information [18, 19]. Providing emotional and instrumental support before, during and
after the consultation by a trusted, professional patient coach might reduce stress and thus enable a
vulnerable patient to communicate effectively in the (next) consultation. Healthcare professionals
may suggest the use of a patient coach to these patients.

Strengths and limitations
Our current study is unique in addressing the views of healthcare professionals on a new personal
intervention to support patients to fill a potential gap in communicating with medical specialists.
Since we explored the concept of a hypothetical intervention, participants might have imagined
different kinds of patient coaches. This might be a limitation of this study, but it also has its assets by
leaving room for improvement of the concept by adding new elements. This study only investigated
the views of healthcare professionals; patients’ perspectives will be assessed in a follow-up study.
Another limitation is that we interviewed small groups of healthcare professionals in one region of
the Netherlands, which limits the generalizability of our results.
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Interpretation within the context of the wider literature
Only a few studies relate the goals of patient coaching to the training or profile of a patient coach.
The most investigated coaching intervention is Consultation Planning, Recording and Summarizing, in
which the patient coach is called ‘Patient Navigator’. As costs were a barrier for implementation,
‘coaches’ in these studies were unpaid (future) professionals: trained post-baccalaureate and premedical interns [20–26]. This type of coaching has also been offered and evaluated in the
Netherlands (‘Zorgbuddy’ and ‘Medgezel’). These coaches, however, differ from our patient coach
concept, because their goal is twofold: supporting the patient and teaching future physicians key
communication competencies [25, 26]. It is yet to be determined if the profile and training of these
medical students sufficiently match the desired profile and outcomes of patient coaching.

Implications for policy, practice and research
Despite the documented beneficial effect of patient coaching on effective patient–provider
communication in specialist consultations [6] and the knowledge on characteristics of patients
interested in a patient coach [7], support from a patient coach is not yet available for most patients
visiting a medical specialist. Our results contribute to the understanding of the focus and conditions
of patient coaching in secondary care, according to healthcare professionals.
The results need to be compared with the needs expressed by patients. Both perspectives can
contribute to the development of a training for patient coaches. Future research should investigate
to what extent patient coaching is able to reduce stress and support a patient in processing medical
information.

Conclusions
According to healthcare professionals, patients who are generally or situationally vulnerable might
benefit from a patient coach. Coaching should aim at reducing stress and an adequate processing of
medical information before, during and after a consultation. A patient coach should be a trained
professional and have medical knowledge.
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Supplementary material is available at International Journal for Quality in Health Care online.
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Figure 1 Patient, patient coaching goal, supportive elements and process and coach qualifications
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